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IFC AND EMERGING MARKET PRIVATE EQUITY
IFC believes that you need a private sector to develop anything. We go in believing that we can
get a decent return from these markets. The whole objective is to get commercial proof of concept
and then let the private sector take over.1
—David Wilton, Chief Investment Officer and Manager, IFC Global Private Equity

David Wilton, chief investment officer at the International Finance Corporation’s (IFC) Private
Equity and Investment Funds Group (the “Funds Group”) looked south out his office window
onto Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, DC. The White House, Congress, the State
Department and the rest of the office buildings housing the World Bank Group were all a short
walk away.
Mindful of his proximity to some of the world’s most influential institutions, Wilton reflected on
his own group’s decade-long history, and the critical role it had played in developing the nascent,
yet rapidly expanding industry of emerging and frontier market private equity as he prepared to
meet with Jin-Yong Cai, the newly appointed executive vice president and CEO of IFC. In many
ways, Jin-Yong’s appointment reflected a gradual trend within the IFC of shifting the
organization’s management focus toward frontier markets, as these fast growing countries
assumed a greater and greater role in the global economy. Jin-Yong would be the first Chinese
national to act as CEO of the IFC, and only the second ever CEO from an emerging market. All
other previous CEOs were either European or American. Jin-Yong had asked Wilton to brief
him on the history and activities of the Funds Group up to this point, and to outline the group’s
changing strategy as the industry matured. Jin-Yong wondered, “We already have a great private
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equity and direct equity platform, but was there more to be done? How could IFC foster further
economic development through indirect private equity investing and direct equity investing?”
Formed in 2000, the Private Equity Funds Group had begun as an effort to consolidate a
relatively disordered collection of private equity investments IFC had made during the 1990s.
While most of IFC’s activities involved making direct equity and debt investments, the Funds
Group invested as a Limited Partner (LP) in private equity funds targeting emerging market
countries, ceding control of the investment decisions to independent General Partners (GPs) who
then made investments in businesses located in developing countries. Since then, the group had
helped to legitimize and grow the emerging market private equity asset class, building a portfolio
of 180 funds with total dollar commitments of $3.6 billion, having invested in roughly 10% of all
newly formed emerging market private equity funds since 2000. By 2012, the group was making
new investments of nearly $400 million to $500 million annually in roughly 20 funds. The
portfolio included funds focused on Africa, East Asia, South Asia, Eastern Europe, Latin
America and the Middle East.
Formed in 2000, the Private Equity Funds Group had begun as an effort to consolidate a
relatively disordered collection of private equity investments IFC had made during the 1990s.
While most of IFC’s activities involved making direct equity and debt investments, the Funds
Group invested as a Limited Partner (LP) in private equity funds targeting emerging market
countries, ceding control of the investment decisions to independent General Partners (GPs) who
then made investments in businesses located in developing countries. Since then, the group had
helped to legitimize and grow the emerging market private equity asset class, building a portfolio
of 180 funds with total dollar commitments of $3.6 billion, having invested in roughly 10% of all
newly formed emerging market private equity funds since 2000. By 2012, the group was making
new investments of nearly $400 million to $500 million annually in roughly 20 funds. The
portfolio included funds focused on Africa, East Asia, South Asia, Eastern Europe, Latin
America and the Middle East.
The group had performed extremely well under Wilton’s stewardship. The internal rate of return
(IRR) on the Funds Group’s investments had averaged 22.5 percent since 2000, exceeding both
US and EU private equity indices. Equally remarkable was that first-time managers ran many of
the funds in which the group invested. Frequently considered a highly speculative and uncertain
investment in developed markets, these “first-time-manager” funds had averaged a surprising
24.0 percent IRR since 2000.
However, the impressive performance and the growth of the industry in the previous decade
raised many new questions for the Funds Group’s future and IFC in general. As one of the
world’s most important development finance institutions (DFIs), IFC’s ultimate goal was to
make itself obsolete through the development of the private sector and the eradication of global
poverty. With the industry clearly on the path to greater and greater prominence in the future of
global financial markets, Wilton was now faced with the larger question regarding the role of
IFC in emerging market private equity. Wilton believed strongly that private equity could be a
highly effective facilitator of economic growth in emerging and frontier market countries, and he
hoped the Private Equity Funds Group would continue to play a critical role as both a financier
and advocate for the industry, as it had over the past decade. One of IFC’s continuing goals is to
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achieve proof of concept to attract commercial investors and, with rising amounts of commercial
capital entering the emerging market private equity sector including major Private Equity
Industry players such as Carlyle and KKR, 2 IFC had to consider where it still had a role to play,
and how its capital could be best allocated to meet its fundamental purpose of ending poverty
and advancing economic development.
THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (IFC)
The World Bank Group
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) is one of five constituent organizations of the
World Bank Group. The other organizations include the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD) and the International Development Association (IDA), which provide
sovereign loans and grants to middle-income and low-income governments; the Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), which provides political risk insurance to developing
country investors; and the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID),
which helped settle investment disputes between international lenders and borrowers.
The World Bank Group was formed in 1944 by the Bretton Woods economic conference (the
conference also established the International Monetary Fund). The Bank was initially conceived
and funded by 32 allied nations as a vehicle to help Western European countries like France and
England rebuild in the wake of the destruction caused by World War II. While the bank
continued to act as a financier of last resort in the wake of war and natural disasters, the size and
scope of the institution’s activities had grown immensely since its founding, and by 2012 it was
recognized as the most powerful DFI in existence, employing a staff of over 9,000, including
many economists, social scientists, and investment professionals from more than 168 countries.
188 “member countries”—nearly every sovereign nation in the world—were responsible for the
funding and leadership of the group, and functioned in a capacity similar to shareholders in a
publicly traded corporation. The member countries chose a board of directors that developed the
Bank’s policies and strategic vision. Twenty five executive directors,3 appointed by the board,
oversaw the day-to-day operations of the Bank.
The International Finance Corporation (IFC): A Brief History
The International Finance Corporation was commonly billed as the World Bank’s “private sector
investing arm” and its mission was to focus on private sector development in poor countries. In
2011, the organization managed a total portfolio of more than $56 billion, and accounted for
about one-third of all private sector lending to developing countries by DFIs in 2011.
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Former World Bank president Robert L. Garner initially advocated the idea for a World Bank
division specifically dedicated to private sector development. The Bank officially founded IFC in
1956 and the group’s first investment came in 1957, when it loaned Siemens AG $2 million to
help an affiliate of the company establish a electrical equipment manufacturing center in Brazil.
In the 1960s and 1970s, under the leadership of Robert McNamara, the technocratic former US
defense secretary, IFC expanded its capital resources and escalated the depth and breadth of its
reach in developing nations. Initially focused only on lending, in the 1980s IFC began making
equity investments and providing advisory services to businesses.
In 1981, IFC officer Antoine van Agtmael coined the phrase “emerging markets,” partly in an
effort to re-brand developing countries to financial investors with a more attractive sounding
label. Soon after, IFC acted as an anchor investor for a new global “emerging markets” public
equities fund, helping to kick-start the a trend of ever-increasing participation of emerging
market companies in international financial markets.
By almost every measure, IFC was the largest financial investment presence in emerging
markets. In the year ended June 30th, 2012, IFC was invested in more than 576 projects in 103
countries for a total dollar volume of $20.4 billion, $15.5 billion of which came from the
organization’s own capital. Of that $15.5 billion, $3.7 billion was invested in Latin America and
the Caribbean, $2.9 billion went to Europe and Central Asia, $2.7 billion went to sub-Saharan
Africa, $2.2 billion went to the Middle East and North Africa, $2.5 billion went to East Asia and
the Pacific, and $1.3 billion went to South Asia. (See Exhibit 1 for a more detailed summary of
IFC’s lending activities.)
IFC ran three core businesses: Investment Operations, which included lending and equity
investing; Advisory Services; and IFC Asset Management Company.
Investment Operations
Investment Operations, the largest group within IFC, made both loans and equity investments to
companies in developing economies, with lending activities comprising the bulk of the
portfolio—in the year ended June 30th 2012, IFC made nearly $6.7 billion in new loans and $2.3
billion in new equity commitments. IFC Private Equity Funds Group accounted for 20-25
percent of the equity investment portfolio, or $400 to $500 million annually. In the previous 20
years, IFC’s average annual return on its equity portfolio had exceeded 20 percent.
Advisory Services
IFC’s Advisory Services division provided consulting services to businesses operating in
emerging markets on financial access, sustainability, and partnerships with governments. The
group’s expenditures in the year ended June 30th, 2012 were $197 million.
Asset Management Company
Formed in 2009, IFC’s Asset Management Company (AMC) was a wholly owned subsidiary of
IFC. The AMC did not access IFC’s capital, but instead mobilized and managed capital from
outside institutional investors. The AMC then invested alongside IFC, utilizing the institution’s
due diligence and investment evaluation process. As of June 30th, 2012, the AMC had
approximately $4.5 billion in assets under management in four funds.
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THE PRIVATE EQUITY AND INVESTMENT FUNDS GROUP
IFC’s involvement in the private equity industry had its genesis in the late 1980s and early
1990s. At the time, IFC was attempting to bridge the gap between rich world investors and
emerging market companies by creating country funds on the established exchanges of New
York and London, and then channeling the money to companies listed on smaller emerging
market exchanges. Pleased with the success of the publicly listed investments, IFC decided to
investigate ways to encourage private equity investment, and by the late 1990s, had invested
nearly one eighth its balance sheet in private equity funds. However, toward the end of the
decade, IFC noticed that fund investments were significantly underperforming IFC’s direct
equity investments, raising some doubts about the wisdom of hiring a third party manager to
make equity investments in a country when IFC could simply do so on its own. Teresa Barger, a
former director at IFC, recalled, “There was a lot of skepticism about private equity funds in
general, and it mainly had to do with the concern that we were creating our own competition
locally by setting up a country fund when we wanted to make equity investments ourselves in
that country.”
In 1997, Barger was a part of IFC’s Credit Review Department, which gave final approval on the
organization’s investment proposals. Barger, along with a handful of colleagues, focused on
private equity fund investments as well as other financial sector deals. She recalled her
dissatisfaction with both their performance and their reporting:
We had the largest portfolio of emerging markets funds anywhere in the world,
and I thought what was going on in IFC in the funds area was pretty disorganized.
There were investments being made in funds from 12 different departments
within IFC, so no department actually knew how the instruments worked. No one
learned from past mistakes in structuring. And in terms of portfolio management,
what was asked of these various fund managers to report to IFC varied among the
12 different departments.
In an effort to better assess and understand IFC’s portfolio of private equity funds, Barger and a
team of four others developed, in their spare time, a computerized reporting system for fund
investments (The system they developed would eventually form part of iDesk, an electronic data
management system still used by IFC in 2012.) While in the midst of standardizing the reporting
procedures for private equity funds, Barger recalled, “I thought it would be a great idea if we got
our fund managers together to talk to each other and learn from each other, because they were, at
that point, effectively amateurs. Almost none of the managers really had much background in
the asset class.”
Barger organized a series of annual conferences to convene fund managers in one place. After
several successful conferences and internal discussions, in 2000, IFC created a dedicated
department named IFC Private Equity and Investment Funds Group and appointed Barger as
head of the newly formed department.
Barger’s first task in assembling the Funds Group was collecting and organizing as much
information as possible about the state of the fund investments. Barger noted that
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disorganization in data collection and evaluation made it easier for improper conduct and poor
performance to go unnoticed:
At IFC at the time and I think perhaps still today, there was a cultural bias toward
making new investments and against watching the ones you have in portfolio.
When I took over in 2000, we had $1 billion of investments in 100 funds, and the
legal documents on each investment were a mess. We spent the first year
reconstructing the binders on each fund.
We had forensic audits of errant fund managers. We had lawsuits. We had all
sorts of renegotiations and investigations. There was a guy who ran a fund in
Slovenia. He didn’t tell any of his investees that his fund had a 10-year life.
When I approached him in year 8 or 9, I said, “Well that’s great you’re fully
invested, but you’ve never divested one position.” Then I found out he had never
told his investees that his fund had a finite life, and, being totally unfamiliar with
private equity, they had no idea he was not offering permanent capital.
Barger noted that some at the IFC viewed private equity due diligence on funds as easier or
faster, because it involved evaluating fund managers with short track records rather than an
entire company with an operating history. This perceived lack of due diligence rigor might have
caused some IFC staff to view private equity funds as an easy way to conveniently reach capital
deployment targets, which inevitably led to sub-optimal investment decisions. Barger recalled:
“We used to call funds made with little diligence ‘stocking stuffers.’ So if it looked like you
were coming up short on your volume targets for the end of the year, you’d start looking around
for a fund to put money in.”
Barger wanted to catalog the entirety of the private equity industry within a country and then
evaluate which managers were best: “My view was that we should assess all of the managers
available in either the country or region and then choose the best ones on the basis of our strategy
in that geography or sector, but the general modus operandi was simply to be opportunistic and
choose from among the managers who showed up at our offices.”
Concurrently, Barger and her colleagues also renegotiated many of the contracts with the fund
managers they felt were out of line with market expectations. She recalled:
We began to introduce ourselves to the fund managers and understand who they
were. We assigned investment officers to specific funds and then began to get all
the documents together, the LP Agreements, the Subscriptions Agreements, side
letters and the like. Then we set about renegotiating some of these contracts,
because most of the elements in LP agreements were negotiated by people who
didn’t know how the instrument worked and did not know what market practice
was. How could they? Funds were being negotiated by 12 different regional and
sector Departments and knowledge was not concentrated in any one group.
In an effort to bring more consistency to LP and shareholder agreements, Barger and her team
developed a template document called the “Ideal Term Sheet,” which featured generic fee
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structures and basic shareholding obligations that IFC expected out of their funding agreements.
The document became both a reference point for potentially disadvantageous contracts, as well
as an amendable research document that team members could update with newer information as
the group matured and learned from experience. Simultaneously, Barger and her team then
focused on developing a standardized quarterly reporting system for fund managers so that the
entire portfolio could be updated and analyzed on a more regular schedule. The reporting
process helped generate a clearer picture of the group’s investments and guarded against
redundancies between funds and other groups in IFC.
Prior to joining the Funds Group, David Wilton oversaw private equity investments made by the
World Bank Group’s pension fund, and as such was very familiar with the industry and its
growing exposure to emerging markets. Barger tapped Wilton to oversee the group’s ongoing
investment activities while the investment team conducted its assessment of the group’s
performance. He recollected, “We carried on investing about $150 - $200 million a year, in the
first few years, just to keep the practice going, but that represented quite a drop from what they
had been previously investing while we took the time to look at the portfolio and tried to figure
out what had gone wrong.”
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Lessons from the 1990s
Assessing the Opportunity
After completing their review of the legacy private equity portfolio prior to the group’s
formation, Wilton and his team concluded that the investments had performed relatively poorly
mainly because of an overestimation of private equity demand, or “deal flow” and a related
failure on the part of the group to properly evaluate and select General Partners (GPs), or fund
managers. Wilton pointed out that although high growth in many emerging markets had
produced many companies that were in need of capital, in many cases they wanted passive
equity, not activist equity, which was inherent to the private equity business model:
In the ‘90s, IFC had confused demand for equity finance with private equity deal
flow. They had looked at different countries and said, ‘There’s an equity funding
gap. There is more demand for equity finance than is available. Therefore, let’s
try private equity.’ We backed funds in countries where there really wasn’t
enough deal flow to be selective. We had done single-country funds in a number
of places back in the 1990s without realizing that there was not necessarily any
relationship between an equity funding gap and private equity deal flow.
Wilton had developed a basic criteria for assessing the viability of a private equity industry
within a given country, “In my simple mental model of private equity there are a series of
building blocks which affect the supply of suitable deal flow and the options available to fund
managers to create return on equity.” In Wilton’s opinion, the three fundamental “building
blocks” to a healthy private equity industry were (1) the size and growth of an economy, (2) the
presence of a critical mass of businesses motivated to surrender control or influence and (3)
structural factors such as functional legal and banking systems. (See Exhibit 2)
The second condition – the motivation of business owners to accept 3rd party capital – was the
most idiosyncratic and frequently overlooked element within a country, because it often
depended on non-economic factors. Wilton elaborated on the most common situations in which
emerging market business owners were typically willing to entertain the idea of selling part of
their business to outsiders:
•
•

•

•

Growth and expansion capital – Capital used to fund expansion into a new geography or to
take advantage of a market opportunity (or possibly, to respond to a clear competitive threat).
Generational changes – In many emerging markets, successful businesses of many sizes have
a history of family-based ownership and management. Occasionally, when the principal
owner or manager of the business dies or otherwise wishes to relinquish control of the
company, opportunities for outside investment can arise.
Distressed situations – Emerging market companies facing bankruptcy or other financial
difficulties may want to liquidate themselves rapidly in order to preserve some value for the
owners.
Non-core business sales – Many of the largest companies in emerging market economies are
large corporate conglomerates that own several businesses that may bear little operational
similarity to one another. In search of cash, many of these conglomerates may wish to sell
off smaller entities to interested buyers.
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Privatizations – Many emerging market governments, especially those whose history
includes controlling autocracies that have exerted a heavy influence on a country’s economy,
operate companies that are more typically left to the private sector in developed nations.
These companies are frequently plagued by corruption, mismanagement, and bureaucratic
inefficiency. Occasionally, governments adopting capitalistic reforms to state-owned
enterprises will privatize these entities by selling them to private sector bidders.

To assess a given country’s deal flow, Wilton and his team would examine indicators of
economic liberalization (such as factors included in the World Bank’s ‘ease of doing business
index’) and capital and trade flows. They would also do field research in order to identify local
conditions that might lead to selling motivations (for example, if a large family who owned a
business conglomerate wanted to spin out some non-core assets).
Wilton pointed out that many of the companies that would ostensibly be candidates for private
equity investment were family-run and inexperienced with respect to developed market corporate
financing practices. Hence, they were extremely reticent to sell influential stakes to outsiders.
Agreements around a minority equity stake could frequently lead to disagreements and mistrust,
and IFC’s internal assessment found that returns on minority positions in the 1990s were
systematically below returns on majority equity positions. Wilton explained:
Many companies weren’t willing to sell equity that gave any realistic control or
influence rights to outsiders. They weren’t under enough competitive pressure
that they wanted an interfering external shareholder. They were happy with
passive equity, but someone who had any sort of ability to influence them or boss
them around was generally unacceptable.
We saw a couple of Indian funds managed by smart, well-connected investors.
They bought smallish stakes in good companies and got a board seat, but they had
no real influence or control. Being smart investment bankers, they had structured
exits in place, which is a liability to the company’s ownership. So, as these
companies became more successful the majority would say to the outsider on the
board, ‘I've got dirt under my fingernails and you’re wearing French cuffs. I
don’t think I’m going to share the upside that I have created. I don’t think I’m
going to share this.’ Then they’d find a way to play with the accounting and use
transfer pricing, asset stripping or the like to take asymmetric benefits. In the
1990s minority equity failed fairly consistently to get a proportionate share of the
upside.
Similar outcomes could result when the investments did not perform well. Frequently, a
company management team, wary of provisions in the shareholder agreements, would resort to
accounting gimmicks and legal evasiveness rather than openly discussing issues. Wilton added
that this surprised private equity practitioners accustomed to doing business in developed
markets: “The private equity guys would say, ‘You’re not missing the targets by much. We
weren’t going to enforce [those shareholder provisions].’ But they really didn’t have a close
enough relationship for that understanding to be there. Whereas if they had been more present
on the ground, they would have had more trust.”
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In Wilton’s opinion, in 2000 only the BRIC countries plus South Africa had sufficiently large
economies and internal demand to support a healthy private equity industry. In other countries,
if the funds made an effort to be more selective with their investments, the capital was often not
deployed, which restricted their returns. According to Wilton:
While they’d been selective, which is good, they hadn’t invested all the money,
but investors had been paying a full fee load on money that was never invested.
So, the drag on the net return was huge. Alternatively, you had guys who, in the
last 18 months of the fund’s life, realized they hadn’t invested the money and
panicked, and just threw the money out the door, neither of which is a healthy
scenario.
Initially, to overcome this selectivity problem, IFC decided to back regional funds rather than
country funds in all but the BRICs and South Africa. This had the advantage of expanding the
deal pool but the disadvantage of distancing the fund managers from individual markets.
Since 2000, private equity deal flow had expanded considerably and IFC began to back more
country funds. There were now over twenty countries with enough deal flow to support
dedicated country funds with varying scales. With a growth in the number of country funds,
managers could embed themselves in local markets, which improved the quality of the business.
Selecting Managers
A second conclusion of the analysis of the legacy portfolio was that IFC had backed far too
many substandard fund managers. As a pension fund investor, Wilton understood the critical
importance of selecting the right fund managers with whom to invest. He concluded that in
order to foster more selectivity for deals and fund managers, IFC needed to be much more
rigorous in surveying markets to identify all the possible funds before committing to any, and to
have a better understanding of what was going to drive returns market by market. He explained:
The top quartile of private equity fund managers are the ones that really produce
the returns everybody finds attractive. To identify these guys you really have to
be fairly selective and take the time to understand the entire landscape and who all
the players are. Then you focus on whom you would like to invest with. IFC
hadn’t been doing that because there had been no organized effort to really
identify all the potential GPs and then make selections of ones we really liked.
Wilton pointed out that operating a private equity fund successfully in developing economies
necessitated a different skill set than in developed markets in the US and Europe. Developed
market funds prioritized “deal skills” such as investment banking and a sophisticated
understanding of financial instruments. In contrast, developing economy private equity
investments were typically structured much more simply – often with no leverage at all. In this
scenario, returns came more from the growth of the profitability of the company itself rather than
financial leverage, meaning that management and operational skills that would help improve the
performance and efficiencies of portfolio companies were much more highly valued. Wilton
explained:
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If you’re in the US or Europe, most money is going to be made with leverage plus
multiple expansion and some bit of growth, so investment banking skills are
useful. In emerging markets, you really did have to look each country and say,
‘How, in this country, is the money going to be made?’ Most of the time, the
answer was, ‘With extremely little leverage.’ So you have to make the money by
growing the company and improving the margins. If you’re trying to grow
companies, the type of GP who’s helpful is someone who’s actually got some
operating experience, or who’s been a consultant or an entrepreneur, who can
actually help and advise the owners of the company.
In the early period of backing funds in the 1990s, IFC relied mostly on its preexisting
connections and relationships within countries – generally, commercial and investment bankers –
to start individual funds. Wilton, who emphasized the critical role of in-depth knowledge of
local economic and cultural conditions in seeking out GPs, steered the funds group toward
seeking out teams with more established in-country business backgrounds. He explained:
In my experience private equity is a very local business, so the ability to be local
is important. Each market has its own networks for sourcing transactions, its own
quirks in due diligence and its own approach to operating businesses. Someone
local, both physically and culturally, will have better access to potential vendors
through belonging to local networks; be better placed to understand the
reputations of vendors and the particular nuances of the local market such as
family ties in companies up and down the supply chain; be better able to identify
talented local managers and convince them to leave comfortable and prestigious
positions in more established firms for the higher risk/reward of a private equity
backed firm. You might assume the distribution network and the supply chain are
there and just part of the business, but it could be the case that this particular part
of the distribution network is only there because somebody went to school with
somebody, or married someone’s sister. Very importantly, someone local will be
better positioned to understand cultural factors which will assist in forming a
close working partnership during the holding period which can be used to enforce
the shareholders’ agreement independent of legal channels. In countries where the
legal system doesn’t work, you’ve got to find informal, relationship-driven ways
of enforcing the contracts, and if you’re bringing enough value to the table, fewer
people will feel like cheating you. With a financier you can ‘reinterpret the deal,’
with a partner you stick to the deal, written and unwritten.
While for Wilton, local knowledge and operating experience trumped all other determinants of a
GP’s potential, he also acknowledged the need to tailor the skills of fund managers to local
conditions as much as possible. He elaborated:
There are variations across the markets that you need to be aware of. There are
differences in how you make the money. At one end of the spectrum, you’ve got
South Africa, which has got reasonably sophisticated equity and debt capital
markets. There, the leverage is higher than in all the other emerging markets;
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therefore, some investment banking skills make sense in a fund manager. If
you’re going to Brazil or Russia, there’s a lot of fragmented industries and
consolidation opportunities, so someone who’s got some M&A skills is probably
going to be useful there. In a pure growth market – say like India or China – that’s
not going to be so useful.
Wilton also emphasized the importance of caution regarding reputational risks and political
connections, which could be particularly prevalent in many emerging market countries.
“Politically sourced transactions are risky,” noted Wilton. “If a first-time fund manager’s
primary motivation is to acquire capital for a deal driven by a government connection or other
non-economic reason, that was nearly always a red flag.” To guard against such risks, the Funds
Group coordinated with IFC’s local offices that ran background checks on the reputations and
political risks of potential GP partners.
The fund group’s vast geographic exposure also helped to mitigate idiosyncratic risks among
managers. Wilton explained:
We don’t look so much macro top down, we look micro bottom up. If we feel
there is enough deal flow in a country to support private equity on a selective
basis, we look for a manager that’s got all the things we think are necessary to
take advantage of the opportunity. So far, that strategy has worked in our favor.
Our returns are ahead of the top quartile of the index from a much more
diversified base. And the advantage to being very diversified is you’ve got some
protection in the event of a shock. If I were only investing in a couple of
countries, I’d be quite focused on the macro picture, but because I’m very
diversified, I don’t really have to weight the macro so heavily.
Developing a New Asset Class
IFC’s roots as a lender rather than an equity investor generated some reluctance and internal
skepticism toward investment into private equity funds. Until 2007, the group was effectively
“fenced off” from the rest of IFC. Wilton recalled: “The funds team, initially, was in a little
bubble until 2007. We were doing a bit over $200 million a year in new investments. Then, in
2006, the portfolios started to come out of the J-curve.4 In 2006, it was clear that it was working
out, and also the development results were good. There was substantial job creation going on.”
Once the group had begun to realize some success, they were integrated more into the rest of IFC
and given an increase in their annual capital allowance. In keeping with an organization-wide
mandate, the group also increased its field presence, establishing offices abroad closer to the
fund managers themselves. Wilton detailed: “Now, we’re doing around $400 to $500 million a
year. Policies were relaxed so that more people could initiate a transaction. Then, along with the

4

In private equity jargon, the term “J-curve” refers to a commonly observed phenomenon where a fund’s IRR is
negative for the first several years as investors disburse to pay for acquisitions and costs without receiving much, if
any, cash back. As the fund exits investments and returns cash to investors, the IRR improves, forming a J-shaped
curve.
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rest of IFC, we globalized. So, we went from having everybody in Washington to now having
only one third of the staff in Washington.”
Capitalizing on Reform
Since the group had begun its formalized investment in 2000, Wilton had been encouraged by
the output growth of many emerging market countries as well as the private equity industry. As
the decade advanced and his group began making more and more investments, he began to see
the emerging market private equity opportunity broaden to newer geographies. (See Exhibit 12)
Wilton recalled, “By about 2004, one of my colleagues came back from Morocco saying, ‘I think
there’s enough deal flow.’ I was skeptical, but, I thought, ‘Fine. I’ll take a look.’ And on a small
scale, there was. Now, you probably have 20 to 25 countries where there's enough deal flow for
a dedicated country fund.”
Wilton identified two broad secular trends that had resulted in relatively sustained growth in
most, though certainly not all, emerging and frontier market countries in recent years: (1)
deregulation of domestic markets in the 1990s, and (2) reduction in trade barriers and an increase
in global capital flows (i.e. globalization) in the 2000s.
Many emerging market countries had histories of despotic governments whose regimes exercised
a major influence over a country’s economy and were often plagued by high levels of corruption
and a general lack of economic opportunity. While similar governments still persisted in many
countries, the 1990s saw a general push toward greater democratization and a lifting of many
stifling rules and regulations that constrained entrepreneurship. Wilton pointed to the Franklin
Institute’s Economic Freedom of the World (EFW) report as evidence of the trend and its
positive effect on growth in emerging market nations. (See Exhibit 3)
The general lowering of trade barriers and the increase in international capital flows also helped
create better economic conditions in many countries. As a percent of GDP, trade flows (imports
plus exports) grew 41 percent, 86 percent, and 110 percent, respectively, in Brazil, China, and
India in the decade ended in 2008. Wilton felt that these globalizing trends helped expose
domestic industry to international competition: “Greater exchange of goods and investment
capital heightened the need for improved business practices and created opportunities for
regional and international expansion. In turn, owners of companies became increasingly open to
partnership with, or sale to, third parties with the skills to help grow their companies.” Wilton
explained:
The shift to market based economies in the 1990s encouraged larger, better
managed companies to develop and create growth, while Globalization created
both opportunities and pressures that made owners of companies increasingly
open to both selling businesses and bringing in active third party investors to help
grow companies, improve efficiency and acquire surplus assets. In closed
economies business owners tend to not focus on a core business and use spare
cash flow to diversify, creating conglomerates. They are also less aware of foreign
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standards of efficiency and seek offshore expansion less actively. In this less
competitive environment they see less need for external advice.5
First Time Managers
One major pillar of IFC’s strategy in developing the emerging market private equity industry had
yielded somewhat counterintuitive finding in the previous decade. Due in part to the
organization’s development mandate, more than 54 percent of the funds backed by IFC Funds
Group were run by first-time “rookie” managers. To many professional investors, this figure
would be shockingly high. Money managers, particularly in developed markets, viewed firsttime investment teams with extreme skepticism for the simple reason that with no track record,
their ability to deliver return on investment was all but impossible to evaluate. When compared
with experienced investors with years of performance data, they generally received little or no
investment.
However, the performance of first-time managers over the previous decade had been surprisingly
strong. From 2000 to 2011, the internal rate of return (IRR) for funds led by rookie managers
was 24.0 percent, compared to 18.3 percent for the portfolio as a whole. As Wilton noted, “We
thought we were taking a very big risk, and it turns out we weren’t taking such a big risk at all.
The return on the first time funds is actually running slightly ahead of the total portfolio.” (See
Exhibit 4) Wilton believed that the strong success of the first time funds was attributable to an
early mover advantage:
There is nothing magical about first time funds. What it boils down to is that in a
less competitive market, instead of having only a few days to look over the
documents and then making a decision, you might have more than six months to
kick the tires and figure out exactly where the bodies are buried. That means
these first time funds are able to avoid making mistakes of haste.
Risk Management
Despite the measurable improvement in local economic conditions, many money mangers and
institutional investors were still highly reluctant to consider investing in emerging market private
equity funds. While emerging market macroeconomic and political risks were certainly still very
real, Wilton believed that many investors tended to underestimate the maturation of the private
equity industry over the previous decade, especially compared to the anemic growth in debtridden developed countries. As an industry advocate, Wilton frequently cited three basic
“myths” that typically discouraged investors from considering emerging and frontier market
private equity funds:
Three widely held misperceptions are that (1) the minority positions common in
emerging markets private equity are too risky due to lack of proper legal systems,
governance and transparency; (2) emerging markets private equity faces
constrained exit opportunities and therefore emerges slowly from the J-Curve; and

5

Wilton, D. (2012) “Private Equity in Emerging Markets: The New Frontiers of International Finance”
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(3) small companies are risky and it is too risky to compound small company risk
with emerging markets risk.6
Minority Positions
The Funds Group’s initial portfolio analysis was ostensibly bearish with respect to minority
investment, due to the previously described disdain for active investors that existed in many
countries unfamiliar with developed market corporate finance practices. Although the
conclusions were somewhat tepid regarding the effectiveness of minority equity investments, the
group still felt they would be an essential feature of the industry going forward. Wilton noted
that growth capital had been by far the most common selling motivation for emerging market
companies in the past decade. As a result, controlling interests were offered only occasionally:
“Initially, we decided we didn’t like minority positions. But in reality, in most emerging
markets, they were all that were available. So, you can’t go around being fussy, saying, ‘We
want control.”
The Funds Group felt that a solidly formed partnership (where the investor has a good working
relationship with the investee and influence over decision making) was critical to ensuring a
successful minority investment. Whereas minority investors in the US and Europe could be
content to hold a single seat on the board of shareholder directors who would merely act as a
passive source of strategic advice for management, IFC expected the emerging market
relationship to be of much higher value-addition. Wilton elaborated: “We started to see that
actually some of the minority investing was working, particularly with investment teams with the
right skills. They could both help the company grow and the relationship could keep the contract
together. So, we changed our minds after a bit of learning.”
Exit Opportunities
A perceived lack of effective liquidation opportunities was a major deterrent to many would-be
emerging market investors. With very few exceptions, stock markets in developing countries
were either nonexistent or extremely underdeveloped, offering little opportunity for a company
to orchestrate a share listing of any appreciable size. Consequently, most exits in emerging
market private equity were accomplished via mergers and trade sales – the acquisition of one
company by a larger company within the same industry – which could take much longer to
execute and were less readily available for many industries, since they required the presence of
an interested acquirer.
Despite these difficulties, IFC had found that it was possible to profitably exit investments within
a reasonable time frame. Since 2000, IFC’s funds had successfully exited more than 250
investments (minority and majority positions), of which over 120 were accomplished via a trade
sale. The median IRR on trade sale exits was over 15 percent. Moreover, despite the lack of
developed capital markets, more than 50 investments exited via an initial public offering,
returning over 40 percent on average. (See Exhibit 6).
Wilton also pointed out that the average holding period for the exited investments was 4.8 years,
evidence that countered the argument that emerging market funds took longer to exit the J-curve.
6

Wilton, D. (2011) “Experiences Investing in Emerging Market Private Equity,” The International Finance
Corporation. Retrieved 1 September 2012 from www.ifc.org.
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A further examination of the IRR on funds by vintage year also showed that funds formed in
2007 and 2006 had yielded double-digit returns by 2011, despite the turmoil in the global
economy and financial markets.
Small Companies
Emerging market private equity funds invested much more regularly in small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) than their developed world counterparts, which, according to Wilton,
increased their riskiness in the eyes of many investors: “Many investors who already were in
China or India were reluctant to invest more widely as they were fearful of combining small
company risk in smaller economies with emerging market risk.” IFC held the view that private
equity funds investing in smaller businesses was a promising opportunity in emerging markets.
Wilton elaborated, “Though in the West, small business private equity doesn’t really exist, in
emerging markets, it’s much more normal because of the high rate of revenue growth.
Companies can start as small businesses and migrate toward becoming larger, more successful
companies relatively quickly.”
While the data did indicate that smaller investments were riskier then larger ones, Wilton pointed
out that this pattern was only recognizable at the extreme end of the spectrum. In IFC’s
experience, while investments of less than $2 million had failure rates of roughly 20 percent to
25 percent, compared to 5 percent to 7 percent for deals larger than $10 million, the failure rates
for deals of $2 million to $10 million were only slightly higher—7 to 10 percent on average.
According to Wilton, “You have to go to a very small investment size before things break down.
So, we don't really think small companies are much of a problem.” (See Exhibit 8)
Funds focused on growth equity have historically invested around 40 percent of their capital in
SME’s, and have performed well in recent years, returning above 20 percent annually on
average. Growth equity funds have also made a considerable contribution to job growth. Wilton
explained: “In terms of the development impact, there’s large job growth – about 15 percent, on
average, inside these companies, whereas the rate of job growth in the underlying economies
would be more like three to four percent.”
Wilton also noted that most of the private equity funds backed by IFC focused on companies that
were not highly leveraged and whose business models catered to the domestic market, rather
than exports, which was encouraging from the perspective of developing a retail consumer
market within a local economy. An analysis of the portfolio found that 72 percent of the fund’s
portfolio companies identified the domestic market as their target market, while only 5 percent
named “industrialized markets” as their primary target. (See Exhibit 9)
EMERGING MARKET PRIVATE EQUITY AND DEVELOPMENT
By 2012, IFC could justifiably claim the lion’s share of credit for creating and developing an
industry that was racing toward greater and greater relevance in the global financial system.
However, as Wilton thought about the next decade, he began to imagine the different roles IFC
could play with respect to both private equity and emerging markets. Wilton knew that the
strategies and approaches pioneered by IFC until this point would need to change along with the
quickly evolving industry.
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The largest changes were likely to be a byproduct of IFC and the industry’s increasingly visible
success. More and more, institutional investors and established private equity investors were
raising funds dedicated to investment in emerging market businesses. Additionally, local
pension funds and money managers were slowly attaining some relevance as capital providers.
Wilton commented:
So far, we haven’t needed to watch the capital inflows. Going forward, we’re
going to have to watch the dry powder much more carefully. If you look at total
amount of capital sitting out there in pensions, endowments, and in sovereign
wealth funds, it’s huge relative to the scale of emerging market private equity.
Additionally, particularly in Latin America but also in Africa, pensions and long
term savings institutions in these countries are getting deregulated and
professionalizing, and are beginning to provide domestic capital to these domestic
private equity firms. That’s very positive, because it means the local groups can
rely on local money, which is going to be much more sticky than foreign money.
On the investment side, the early mover advantages were diminishing. Wilton did not believe the
strong performance of first-time fund managers would be sustainable as markets developed. As
these markets matured, and competition for deals increased, IFC fully expected the risks
associated with rookie managers to more closely resemble their counterparts in developed
markets. However, for the time being, the group fell back on the development mandate of IFC to
remain strongly committed to first-time funds. As Wilton said, “Being IFC, we back a lot of first
time managers until they’ve got enough commercial support where they don’t need us, and we
go off and find the next guy.”
Needed Reform
While Wilton felt that investors were too fixated on the risks of emerging market private equity,
he also acknowledged the limited scale of the opportunity:
If every investor decides to move into this asset class at the same time, it’s going
to blow up. Charts showing fundraising to GDP or committed capital to GDP as
an indication of market penetration are misleading because they don’t adjust for
the higher leverage in the US and Europe, so they overstate how much more
emerging market countries can absorb. With continued policy reforms and capital
market development there is room for a lot more growth, but the implication that
you can just drop in a lot more money and the markets can absorb it is misleading.
Wilton also pointed out that while the liberalizing economic and trade reforms of the 1990s and
2000s had yielded many benefits, many more reforms and advances to emerging market
countries’ legal systems, capital markets and regulatory environments were needed in order for
the high growth to continue:
There really hasn't been a whole lot of further reform. I think we might be getting
to the limits of what those two sets of reforms can create. The fact that the legal
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systems don’t work is a risk. You can manage that risk by getting a local party
who can add value, but its also a big constraint on scale. If the legal system
doesn’t work, whom can you contract with? Probably just people you know and
your friends and family. If the legal system works, I don’t need to know you and
I can still contract with you. So, until they fixed the legal systems, there will be a
constraint on scale.
Likewise, Wilton felt the banking systems and debt capital markets needed to become more
supportive of lending to growth companies. According to Wilton, “These countries have come a
long way since the ‘80s, but they sure haven’t come all the way to a market economy. They
need to develop even more inclusive and efficient institutions, rather than exclusive or
appropriative institutions.”
Though the asset class had gained legitimacy, the problem of global poverty was certainly far
from solved. Wilton began to contemplate the obstacles hindering economic development, and
how IFC should use private equity to overcome them. Venture capital for very early stage
businesses was a possibility, although Wilton was skeptical:
For venture capital to work properly, you need a pretty demanding set of of
preconditions. You need a concentration of intellectual property such as a
university system or a military industrial complex. You need angel investors to
help people get underway. You need a culture where you can go make a mistake
and recover if you lose money and carry on and try again. Then, once you pass
all those tests, you need a large economy for your successful investments to be
able to scale and pay for the investments that fail as only two or three out of ten
are going to survive.
However, in Wilton’s view, investments in smaller, established businesses could be both a
financially and developmentally successful area for IFC to participate. In a study of job creation
out of IFC’s investments, the organization found that while larger and mid-cap companies
produced more jobs than smaller companies in countries with higher levels of income and
growth, SMEs were effective at generating employment in more impoverished frontier countries
since they tended to invest in the fastest-growing companies. IFC’s own statistic used to
measure development impact of its investments – the Development Outcome Tracking system
(DOTS) – also showed that the Funds Group’s portfolio had generated a strong development
impact, performing above IFC average in direct investments. By supporting smaller faster
growing companies the portfolio had, at the underlying investee company level, supported over
50% SMEs by number at the time of initial investment and created jobs at an annual rate of
15.3%.
Moreover, private equity funds helped IFC invest in companies and sectors of the economy that
were not always accessible from a direct investment standpoint. The Funds Group indirectly
backed over 2,000 companies, and only about 5% of IFC’s direct equity investments had any
overlap with these businesses. Manufacturing companies accounted for only 14% of IFC’s direct
equity investments, versus 44% in portfolio companies indirectly financed by the Funds Group.
(See Exhibit 13)
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Wilton began thinking broadly again about the large pool of money that had yet to find its way
into the developing world, the growing sophistication of the emerging market private equity
industry, and the ways that IFC could help connect the two. A variety of ideas were potentially
viable, starting with growth equity and small business funds. The group would also have to
monitor both the political and microeconomic drivers of deal flow in each market, as they had
previously seen how rapidly these types of factors could change within a country. Industry-wide
conditions, such as the amount of dry powder available for investment, would also need to be
monitored closely.
As Wilton contemplated his meeting with Jin-Yong, he thought about how to describe his
group’s work and role in advancing the IFC and World Bank Group’s global development goals.
Wilton noted matter-of-factly, that in order to help facilitate the industry and economic growth,
“The standard private equity model can only take you so far. We really want to get into the less
developed markets. We are always looking for places where we can do something new.”
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Exhibit 1:
IFC key figures / lending activities, 2012 summary:

Source: IFC 2012 annual report, reprinted with permission
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Exhibit 2:
Private Equity industry Building Blocs
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Exhibit 3:
Heritage EFW Index of Economic Freedom, Selected Countries
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Exhibit 4
Performance Data, IFC PE Funds Group

Source: IFC, reprinted with permission
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Exhibit 5
IFC analysis of selling motivations

Source: IFC, reprinted with permission
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Exhibit 6:
Data on Exits, IFC Funds Group

Source: IFC, reprinted with permission

Exhibit 7
Performance Data by Vintage Year, IFC backed Funds
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Exhibit 8:
Small Company Performance
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Exhibit 9:
Portfolio Company Focus of IFC backed Funds:

Source: IFC, reprinted with permission
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Exhibit 10:
IFC Financial Statements

Source: IFC 2012 Annual Report, reprinted with permission
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Exhibit 11:
IFC List of Shareholder Countries and Voting Power

Source: IFC 2011 Annual Report, reprinted with permission
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Exhibit 12:
IFC Analysis of Emerging Market Private Equity Geography

Source: IFC, reprinted with permission

Exhibit 13:
Sector Breakdown, Private Equity Fund Portfolio Companies vs. IFC Direct
Investments
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Exhibit 14:
IFC Investee Companies, Job Creation Analysis

Source: IFC, reprinted with permission
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